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Abstract: The development of engineered systems for energy dissipation (or absorption) during
impacts or vibrations is an increasing need in our society, mainly for human protection applications,
but also for ensuring the right performance of different sort of devices, facilities or installations.
In the last decade, new energy dissipating composites based on the use of certain complex fluids
have flourished, due to their non-linear relationship between stress and strain rate depending on
the flow/field configuration. This manuscript intends to review the different approaches reported
in the literature, analyses the fundamental physics behind them and assess their pros and cons from
the perspective of their practical applications.
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1. Introduction

Preventing damage or discomfort resulting from any sort of external kinetic energy (impact
or vibration) is an omnipresent problem in our society. On one hand, impacts and vibrations
are responsible for several health problems. According to the European Injury Data Base (IDB),
injuries due to accidents are killing one EU citizen every two minutes and disabling many more [1].
Additionally, the European Agency for Safety and Health at Work reported in 2008 that one European
worker in three is exposed to vibrations at work and up to 63% of the workers in some sectors such
as construction [2]. This can result in Whole Body Vibration (WBV) and Hand-Arm Vibration (HAV)
syndromes and vibration-related injuries [3,4]. Many of these impact-related and vibration-related
injuries could be prevented or minimized by wearing adequate personal protection equipment,
e.g. helmets or anti-vibration gloves [1]. On the other hand, impacts and vibrations can induce
malfunctioning in equipment or devices, and its prevention has generated huge and expanding
markets. Just to give a couple of examples about its importance, the expected global market revenue
of protective cases for smartphones will rise up to US$ ∼25,000 Mn by 2025 [5], while the global
market for automotive anti-vibration products, such as engine mounts or dampers, accounted for
US$ ∼1,600 Mn in 2013 [6]. Therefore, there is no doubt that developing new advanced energy
dissipating systems, able to give the most effective response under external dynamic loads, is an
unavoidable global need.

The use of fluid in damping systems is a rather common strategy to turn unwanted kinetic
energy into heat energy, which is dissipated through the fluid itself. The classical example
given is a hydraulic shock absorber [7], universally employed in automotive vehicles, where the
damper is mounted in parallel with the springs to damp the accelerations applied to the frame
from the wheel in order to provide a smooth ride. Traditionally, the fluid used in damping
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systems has been Newtonian, mainly air or oil. A Newtonian fluid provides a linear relationship
between stress and strain-rate, being the viscosity of the fluid the constant of proportionality.
Thus, as the amount of dissipated energy is proportional to the viscosity of the fluid, once selected
a Newtonian fluid, the amount of energy dissipated in the system is determined and limited
by the viscosity of the fluid. Then, damping systems using a Newtonian fluid are unable to
damp external loads in a selective way. Non-Newtonian fluids offer an opportunity to overcome
these limitations and allow enhanced selectivity, either by external field activation or the passive
response to critical amplitude (stress or strain-rate) and/or transient timescales (frequencies), as they
relationship between stress and strain-rate is non-linear [8]. While the Newtonian fluid dissipates
more energy at higher velocity (strain rate), this is a linear relationship between stress and strain-rate.
ACTIVE, field-responsive systems can change by many orders of magnitude (e.g., yield stress of
magneto-rheological fluids changing by many order of magnitude), even under equivalent forcing
conditions. This is clearly selective. Similarly, but less dramatically, shear-thickening and viscoelastic
materials also change their stress response by orders of magnitude as a function of amplitude and
driving frequency, respectively.

Energy dissipating systems can be understood as isolators. Their final aim is essentially
protecting by minimizing displacements or transmitted forces. Within the frame of this publication,
and also quite accepted in the literature, an isolation system is considered active if it requires external
power supplies (electric or magnetic field), or passive if it does not [9].

In this article, a revision of the state-of-the-art of the main applications of complex fluids in
energy dissipating systems is presented. According to the previous distinction, active systems are
presented and discussed in Section 2, passive systems in Section 3 and, finally, in Section 4 they are
compared, highlighting their pros and cons.

2. Active Systems

The current section is divided in two: Subsection 2.1 reviewing different complex fluids
controlled by external field; and Subsection 2.2 showing their different applications in energy
dissipating systems.

2.1. Field-Active Fluids

Similarly to the distinction made for isolators, one can distinguish between a fluid requiring an
external power to modify its rheological behaviour (field-active fluid) and a fluid able to modify its
rheological behaviors just by the action of a mechanical force (passive-field fluids). Within the frame
of this section, different field-active fluids will be reviewed. It is worthy to highlight here that, in
general, these fluids consist of dispersions of solid particles in a carrier Newtonian fluid. Thus, they
ideally exhibit Newtonian behavior at low concentration of particles and without the action of an
external field (electric or magnetic). Nevertheless, in practice, the concentration is relatively high and
particle interactions may lead to a non-Newtonian behaviour (yield stress), as these particle do not
constitute a hard-sphere system. Therefore, they can be strictly considered complex fluids with and
without the influence of an external field.

2.1.1. Electrorheological Fluids

Back in 1896, A.W. Duff [10] discovered that the viscosity of certain fluids, like glycerine or
castor oil, exhibited a slight reversible change when an electric field was applied perpendicular
to the direction of the flow. Active research on electrorheological fluids (ERFs) started in the
1940s, being worldwide recognized through the pioneering work of W.M. Winslow. His patent
in 1947 [11] comprised what he termed an electro-fluid clutch, an invention that exploits a novel
phenomenon of electricity: “if two plates are separated by certain substantially dielectric fluids
containing certain substances the fluid mixture will tend to cause the two plates to act as a unit as
long as an electrical potential difference exists between the plates”. Later on, in 1949, he reported the
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electrorheological phenomena, working with certain suspensions of silica particles in low-viscosity
oils. These suspensions exhibited induced shear resistances when bounded by electrodes providing
an electric field of the order of 3000 V/mm. He also reported that at low shear stresses, the fluid
behaved like a solid, but like a viscous fluid with higher viscosity at larger stresses. The origin
of this change in the rheology of these suspensions is in the electrically induced fibration of small
particles, that is the tendency to form elongated condensed structures of particles parallel to the
field [12]. His research on the electrorheological effect is considered as the origin of the science
of electrorheology [13]. Additionally, Wilson also patented a field controlled hydraulic device [14]
and improved compositions of the type disclosed in his patent granted in 1947 [15]. For all his
contributions, the electrorheological phenomena is also known as the Winslow effect.

Basically, the dielectric or conductivity mismatch between the particles and continuous phase
gives place to the electrorheological phenomena. Thus, ERFs consist of particles dispersed in a carrier
fluid, where the polarizable components can be either the fluid or the particles. Nevertheless, it is
common to find ERFs consisting of colloidal suspensions in which polarizable particles are dispersed
in nonpolarizable solvents [16]. ERFs can increase their apparent viscosity by orders of magnitude
almost instantaneously upon the application of an electric field, from fluid-like to solid-like, with
a yield stress [17–24] characterizing its strength [25]. That microstructural transition, in which the
particles form chains connecting the electrodes once the electric field is active, is reversible once
the voltage is removed, as depicted in Figure 1. This fast, strong and reversible response allows
the development of simple and efficient electromechanical systems able to control vibrations and
dissipate energy in shocks [26,27]. However, the development of applications has been hindered
due to the weakness of the Electrorheological effect (<10 kPa, much below 30 kPa required by many
mechanical devices [28]) until the discovery of the giant electrorheological (GER) effect [29], which
can reach a yield strength (>10 kPa [28]) above the theoretical upper bound on conventional ERFs.
Additionally, while the static yield stress of ERFs shows a quadratic dependence on the electric field,
GER effect exhibits a quasi-linear dependence [30].

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the microstructure change of the electrorheological fluid
and (b) flow curves for a PANI/BaTiO3 composite-based electrorheological fluid. Reprinted with
permission from [27]. Copyright 2009, The Royal Society of Chemistry.

2.1.2. Magnetic Fluids

According to Charles [31], magnetic fluids are fluids with magnetic properties and they are
conveniently divided into four categories: ferrofluids, magnetorheological fluids, dispersions of
micron-sized particles of a non-magnetic material containing magnetic nano-sized particles and fluids
containing paramagnetic particles. Due to purely practical reasons, the attention here is focused on
Ferrofluids (particle size�1 µm) and Magnetorheological fluids (particle size ≥1 µm).
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Recently, a new large family of elastomeric materials consisting of a solid polymeric
matrix filled with doped polyparaphenylene or carbonyl iron particles exhibit strong electric/
magnetic-field-induced increases in their shear storage and loss moduli. Such elastomers may be
used to construct tunable mounts, bushings, or vibration absorbers [32], but their applications will
not be addressed in this manuscript, as we are just focusing on field-active fluids.

Magnetorheological Fluids

In the late 1940s, inspired by the work of Willis M. Winslow, Jacob Rabinow discovered the
magnetorheological effect (MRFs) [33]. Similarly to their ERFs counterpart, MRF’s typically consist
of micron-sized magnetizable particles suspended in a non-magnetic carrier fluid, such as mineral or
silicone oil, whose rheological properties change rapidly and reversibly from liquid-like to solid-like
with yield stress under the influence of an external magnetic field [34]. Again, as in ERF’s, the
change in the rheological behavior is due to a change in the microstructure. Upon the application
of a magnetic field, the particles magnetize, attracting to each other along the field lines and forming
anisometric aggregates, as in ERFs [35]. MRFs typically possess several kPa of yield stress and a
maximum yield stress above 50 kPa [36–39] depending on their composition , particle concentration
and magnetic field strength. For this reason, despite that both types of complex fluids were
discovered almost simultaneously, MRFs are currently preferred for commercial applications over
ERFs [32], with the exception of giant electrorheological fluids [40]. Nevertheless, there is still work
to be done in the formulation of MRFs, since they may not satisfy all the requirements demanded
in some commercial applications. J. de Vicente [41] highlighted some important issues inherent to
magnetic materials and to the use of coils: (i) the saturation magnetization of the magnetic particles
limits the maximum magnetorheological effect; (ii) the ratio between the inductance of the coils and
their resistance restricts the response; (iii) the magnetic phase frequently exhibits remanece, resulting
in a smaller relaxation and redispersibility issues. Nevertheless, more important are the problems
related to sedimentation, irreversible aggregation and poor redispersibility.

Inverse ferrofluids, also known as magnetic holes [42], arised more recently as another
type of MRFs consisting of micron-sized non-magnetizable particles dispersed in a ferrofluid.
The nonmagnetic particles are typically several orders of magnitude larger than the magnetic
nanoparticles constituting the ferrofluid. On application of a magnetic field, dipolar interactions
are induced between the nonmagnetic particles, whose strength can be varied by changing the
magnetic field or the saturation magnetization of the ferrofluid [43]. Thus, the control of their
mechanical properties can be done by varying either the saturation magnetization of the ferrofluid,
the strength of the magnetic field, or both of them simultaneously. This sort of MRF can be interesting
to use because non-magnetizable particles are commonly available with different sizes, shapes
and functionalities [35]. Additionally, they may produce viscosity enhancements comparable to
traditional MRFs [44,45], with the advantage of reducing the density and improving the anti-corrosion
properties of the magnetic particles in a conventional MRF [46].

Ferrofluids

Ferrofluids (FFs) are stable colloidal suspensions of ultrafine (up to ∼40 nm) single domain
magnetic nano-particles in either polar or non-polar liquid carriers. The overall field of ferrofluid
research is already about 50 years old [47], starting with the patents of S. Papell [48] and R.E.
Rosensweig [49]. As the particle size of the magnetic phase is very small, thermal agitation gives
rise to Brownian forces that can overcome the alignment of the dipoles generated by ordinary field
strengths. Thus, FFs exhibit field dependent viscosity but they exhibit a negligible yield stress under
magnetic fields [50]. Recently, a new family of FFs consisting of fiber-shaped particles has arisen [51],
providing larger yield stress and viscosities, but worse stability than conventional ferrofluids.

Despite some patents anticipating the use of FFs as inertia dampers [52,53] in the 1970s or in
stepper motors [54] in the 1990s, nowadays the most common use of FFs as energy dissipating
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material can be found in loudspeakers. There, the FFs dampen unwanted resonances and also
provides a mechanism to dissipate heat from excess energy supplied to the coil that vibrates to
produce the sound. Thus, the FFs play a key role for the improvement of sound quality in
loudspeakers [55,56].

2.1.3. Electro-Magneto-Rheological Fluids

The electro-magneto-rheological effect provides inventors with a new strategy to control the
rheological properties of active fluids [57,58] by means of a more aggregated and organized structure
able to provide a more drastic change of the fluid viscosity [59–62]. Additionally, the simultaneous
application of electric and magnetic fields to a fluid allows controlling the direction and strength of
each field independently. Nevertheless, due to practical reasons, it would be easier to change the
direction of the magnetic field rather than that of the electric field, which requires a direct contact
between the electrodes and the fluid [61]. Nevertheless, to the best knowledge of the author, practical
applications or patents reporting the use of these EMRFs in energy dissipating systems is very
scarce [63,64].

2.2. Field-Active Fluids in Energy Dissipating Systems

In short, a field-responsive fluid is a complex fluid that turns into a semi-solid state in the
presence of an external field by means of field responsive particles which form chains in response
to the energy field [65].

Considering the different designs of the energy dissipating systems using field-active fluids,
it is clear that these fluids will be subjected to a shear dominant flow. Thus, it is not surprising
to find a vast literature on the rheological properties under shearing flows (steady, transient, small
amplitude oscillatory shear flow -SAOS-, large amplitude oscillatory shear flow -LAOS-, etc.),
where the electric/magnetic field is perpendicular to the flow field. Nevertheless, there are some
applications where the mode of operation configures a biaxial elongational flow (known as squeeze
mode) [38,66]. Squeeze flow rheometry has experienced a resurgence since 1990s, mainly because it is
a straightforward technique to determine the rheological properties of highly viscous materials such
as concrete, molten polymers and ceramic pastes, but also because it is involved in motors, bearings
and lubrication [67]. However, it has been much less exploited than simple shear flow, despite the fact
that it is known that the achieved yield stress can potentially be up to ten times larger [68]. Among the
few attempts to characterize the rheology of active fluids in elongational flow, there are some studies
under squeeze flow experiments using the parallel-plate geometry in a standard shear rheometer
with slow approaching speeds between the parallel-plates [69–75], and only one attempt under pure
elongational flow for MRFs [76]. In order to allow the design of new energy dissipating systems
based on active-fluids, it is essential to know the relationship between the flow and the external
applied magnetic field. Unfortunately, the current state of the art does not allow the fully rheological
characterization of MRFs nor ERFs.

Some of the most common applications of field-active fluids in energy dissipating systems are
discussed below.

2.2.1. Active Dampers

Dampers are systems designed to dissipate kinetic energy by turning it into heat energy, that can
be dissipated through the fluid. Basically, a damper consists of a piston and a tube filled with a fluid.
The kinetic energy is transmitted to the piston, which makes the fluid flow through small orifices,
dissipating in this way the energy. Most shock absorbers are either twin-tube or mono-tube types
with some variations on these themes.

One of the classical applications of field-active fluids (both, ERFs and MRFs) is in dampers,
since the viscosity can be adapted for each kinetic energy applied and, thus, its performance can
be optimized. Some interesting references on the applications of active-fluids in dampers or shock
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absorbers can be found in [77–82] for ERFs and in [83–93] for MRFs. Additionally, Zhu et al. [94]
published a magnificent review on the structure design and its analysis of magnetorheological
fluid dampers.

Mounts can be understood as a simplified version of dampers. They are rather simple
components, but crucial to the proper function of many of the critical systems in a vehicle. Without the
mounts, the engine would shift and buck violently in its compartment, damaging everything in its
path, including crucial connections. The automobile vibrations have two main sources, the engine,
with a typical frequency band in the range of 5–500 Hz, and with complex local oscillator properties
due to the variety of working regimes, i.e., start/stop, acceleration, braking, etc.; and uneven
pavement effects. Below 20 Hz, in order to effectively attenuate low-frequency vibrations of large
amplitude due to uneven pavement, high rigidity and high damping characteristics are required;
above 20 Hz, low stiffness and small damping, in order to reduce interior noise and improve
the car’s handling and stability. Currently, most of the suspension apparatus for automobile
engines use passive vibration isolation rubber blocks or passive hydraulic suspension. Both are
passive suspension with constant damping characteristics, which can not be adjusted to the required
damping conditions and it ultimately affects the car’s ride comfort. Thus, the conventional passive
suspension has difficulties to meet the performance requirements of automotive vibration isolation.
For these reasons, together with the fact that weight is not very relevant, active-dampers was
one of the first applications for active-fluids. Very recently, an engine suspension device using
electro-magneto-rheological fluid has been disclosed [64]. Its damping force increases either with
the applied electric or magnetic field separately or both fields applied simultaneously, allowing the
adjustment to the type of load (frequency and amplitude) in order to meet the optimal performance.

2.2.2. Active Sandwich Structures

A sandwich structure consists of two skin layers and a core. Typically, the skin layers
are thin but stiff, while the mechanical characteristics of the core material will depend
on the application itself. The concept of sandwich structures containing ERFs and MRFs
was developed by Carlson et al. [95] and Weiss et al. [96], respectively. The active fluid is
operatively enclosed between containment layers, as depicted in Figure 2 for the use of an
ERF. In this case, the containment layers contribution is two-fold, providing for structural
integrity and serving as conductive electrodes. An electric potential is then developed between
them for providing the electric field across the electrorheological fluid. The non-conductive
encasement prevent electrical arcing and failure of the system. Thus, the sandwich structure
has complex shear and tensile modulus properties controlled by varying the electric
(or magnetic in the case of using MRFs) field applied thereto. These active sandwich structures can
be applied into a variety of extended mechanical systems such as plates, panels, beams and bars
or structures and there are countless engineering applications for these materials with controllable
structural behavior, which include the control of vibrations and sound propagation [95]. Other type
of active sandwhich structure consists of a viscoelastic damping solid layer constrained by a
piezoelectric film [97,98], whose damping effect can be controlled by varying the voltage applied
to the film. This latter approach may be somewhat effective, but it shows various shortcomings
related with the performance of the piezoelectric ceramic materials, which maybe either inapplicable
because of their weight, their brittleness or the fact that large, thin sections are difficult to fabricate.
Alternative piezoelectric polymers could be used instead, due to they are light-weight, flexible and
available in large, thin sheets; but they are impractical because they are unable of producing the
required forces. Therefore, active sandwich structures using ERFs provide tunable, reversible and
flexible mechanical structures which substantially minimize the above mentioned and other problems
typically associated with conventional construction and operation of active sandwiches controlled
by a piezoelectric film [95]. Unfortunately, the complex shear and compression/tension moduli
exhibited by the ERFs are several orders of magnitude smaller than that exhibited by conventional
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viscoelastic solids or polymers. The use of MRFs also provides the controllable characteristics
exhibited by ERFs, but with complex shear and compression/tension moduli comparable in
magnitude to conventional viscoelastic solids [96,99].

The reader can find a comprehensive review on different fabrication techniques, experimental
methods, mathematical modeling, and methods of solution in the work of Eshaghi et al. [100].
Nevertheless, to the best knowledge of the author, there is a lack of studies providing a quantitative
comparison between the damping performance of active sandwich structures using ERFs and MRFs
and those more classical devices using a piezoelectric control.

Containment layers

VPower source

Isolated pockets of fluid

...

Non-conductive encasement

Figure 2. Sketch of a possible embodiment of an active sandwich structure containing an
Electrorheological Fluid, according to the description provided in the works of Carlson and
co-workers [95,101].

2.2.3. Active Body Armor

Body armor is any personal equipment worn to protect the body from injury in dangerous
situations. The applications of body armors can range from military vests to sport clothes, including
personal protective equipments (PPEs) to provide the greatest possible protection for employees
in the workplace. Thus, traditionally, field-active fluids have not been used for these sorts of
applications due to difficulties in accomplishing the most important constraint, which is lightweight.
Nevertheless, during the last decade, new systems, which use active fluids for body armoring
applications, have emerged. Here it follows a couple of examples of it:

• Footwear. Athletic footwear are composed of three parts: the upper, which cosily and
comfortably encloses the foot; the sole, which provides traction, protection and a durable wear
surface; and a midsole for enhanced protection and shock absorption when the heel strikes
the ground. This latter part is particularly important in footwear designed to be used over
a long period of time. The midsole should be made of cushioning materials, soft enough to
absorb the shock and firm enough to not bottom out before the impact is totally absorbed.
Conventional running and walking footwear provide the user with the maximum cushioning,
which results in a lower stability, bringing the ’runner’s knee’ and other athletic injuries as
collateral damage. Rosenberg [102] disclosed, among others, an exemplifying embodiment that
provides a variable footwear support method that includes one sensor collecting the information
about intensity and frequency of foot-falls; and one electric/magnetic field generator adapted
to generate an energy field upon a rheological body, which contains the active fluids and is
arranged within the sole of the footwear. The energy field controls the viscosity of the fluids
and, consequently, adjust the flow rate of ER or MR fluid into and/or out of certain chambers.
Thus, this invention allows different degrees of cushioning and support within the sole assembly.
Other inventions related to the applications of active fluids to footwear technology can be found
in the patents of de Dios García et al. [103] and Meschter et al. [104].
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• Helmet. In certain sports such as american football, ice hockey, lacrosse, ski, etc. shocks are
frequent and many of them result in concussions to the brain. The kinematics that induce a
concussion are thought to consist primarily of rotational acceleration-deceleration motions of
the head. Thus, any effective device in preventing concussion needs to provide a constraint for
head accelerations to below concussive-inducing threshold levels that occur when the wearer is
subject to a high impulsive force. In addition, such devices need to be compact and place minimal
impediments to the normal motion of the head to allow the user unobtrusive and unhindered
operation. Fischell et al. [105] disclosed an invention that connects helmet and shoulders in a
way that offers a minimal impediment to the normal motion of the head at typical rates, but
provides a nearly rigid connection between the head and torso under impact conditions and,
hence, greatly reduces the angular acceleration of the head relative to the body. The primary
feature of this invention is a mechanism that effectively creates a telescoping mechanism
to allow rotational motions about two orthogonal axes simultaneously (superior-inferior and
lateral axis). In addition, the telescoping motion of the plates places the active fluid in a
repeatable and consistent shearing motion as the head is moved. Rotation about the third axis
(posterior-anterior) is controlled by an active fluid enabled rotational damper, which disallows
high rates of angular acceleration that could cause the athlete to suffer a brain concussion.

3. Passive Systems

The current section is also divided in two: subsection 3.1 reviewing different complex fluids
for passive isolation/dampening at selective amplitudes (shear thickening fluids) or selective
timescales (viscoelasticity); and subsection 3.2 showing their different applications in energy
dissipating systems.

3.1. Field-Passive Fluids

Newtonian fluids dissipate kinetic energy, but will not be a matter of analysis within this
section on passive systems. Additionally, in spite the fact that active-fluids, given the right
circumstances, may exhibit shear thickening and/or viscoelastic behavior under the influence
of an external magnetic/electric field; within this section, field-passive complex fluids will be
exclusively considered.

3.1.1. Shear Thickening Fluids

It can be found frequently in scientific and technological documents the indistinct use of the
terms shear thickening, dilatancy and rheopexy. Despite the fact that they all imply an increase in
the viscosity of the described fluid, they are not synonyms and the physics behind them are not the
same [106–114].

• Shear thickening describes a reversible increase in viscosity with increasing the applied shear
rate or shear stress. It is due solely to lubrication hydrodynamic forces arising when particles
are driven by the shear flow into close proximity, hydrodynamic clusters are formed and
shear thickening results (hydroclustering formation mechanism). It is typical for stable
colloidal dispersions.

• Dilatancy is due to a flow-induced volume expansion as a consequence of frictional interactions
between particles. It is typical for granular dispersions.

• Rheopexy refers to an increase of the viscosity with time upon the application of a constant shear
rate. It is typical of unstable colloidal dispersions.

It is also important to note that there are different types of shear thickening behavior.
By increasing the particle concentration in the dispersion, the sample suffers a transition from
continuous to discontinuous shear thickening behavior. At lower particle concentration, continuous
shear thickening shows a sort of plateau at high shear rates in the steady state viscosity curve. At high
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concentrations, the shear thickening becomes discontinuous and the sample, above the critical shear
rate, shows an increase in the viscosity without increasing the shear rate. According to Brown and
Jaeger [115,116], by fitting the results from a steady state experiment in a rotational rheometer to a
power law τ ∝ γ̇α, the value of α will tell us the type of shear thickening behavior. Thus, α = 1 is for
Newtonian fluid, 1 ≤ α < 2 is for continuous shear thickening, α = 2 is for inertia effects and α > 2
is for discontinuous shear thickening, with α approaching infinity as the critical packing fraction is
reached (Figure 3) and frictional contacts between particles are more likely to happen [117–119].

Despite the fact that shear thickening behavior can cause serious troubles in certain industrial
processes like coating, spraying, pumping, etc. for obvious reasons, the use of STFs can be very useful
for the development and fabrication of passive dissipative devices due to their viscous damping and
elastic stiffness capabilities [120–122]. Additionally, these liquids do not require the application of a
magnetic/electric field, since they spontaneously activate under stress, unless in the particular case
of field responsive shear thickening fluid [123,124], where increase in the viscosity and shear stress
is due to the application of a predetermined shear rate and, optionally, a predetermined magnetic or
electrical field.

Figure 3. Sketch of different shear stress versus shear rate relations for suspensions on a log-log
scale. Various contributions to stresses and their associated particle arrangements are indicated for
shear thinning, Newtonian, and shear thickening regimes. Reprinted with permission from [115].
Copyright 2011, The American Association for the Advancement of Science.

The rheological characterization of shear thickening fluids (STFs) has been traditionally based
on viscosity curves. This rheological information is insufficient to predict the flow behavior under
complex dynamics and that may be the reason behind the lack of constitutive models for STFs beyond
ad-hoc Generalized Newtonian Fluid models [125–127]. Since the beginning of XXI Century, the
amount of studies dealing with the dynamic, transient and the extensional rheology of STFs has
risen considerably [128–140], coinciding with the eclosion of industrial applications of STFs. In many
of these applications [141], STF is used in combination with a flexible porous material, i.e., fabrics,
open-cell foams, etc., either by coating or impregnating it [142,143]; in other applications, the shear
thickening fluid is held between plates in a sandwich structure or in reservoirs.

Although shear thickening behavior can be exploited through solid composites and
foams [144–149], as in the case of elastomeric field-active solid materials, their applications will not
be addressed in this manuscript, and the attention will be strictly focused on shear thickening fluids.
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3.1.2. Viscoelastic Fluids

A viscoelastic fluid (VEF) is a fluid in between the limits of a Newtonian fluid and a
Hookean solid, having simultaneously viscous and elastic properties [150]. In a Newtonian fluid,
the stress goes to zero instantaneously once the shearing is stopped; however, in a viscoelastic
fluid there is a delay, named relaxation time, which may vary widely depending on the internal
molecular or microstructural configuration. That is the characteristic memory effect of a viscoelastic
fluid and it is due to elasticity [151]. The rheological behavior of viscoelastic fluids has been
well studied and documented since the origin of Rheology, back in 1920s. Typically, polymeric
liquids exhibit viscoelasticy. In opposition to STFs, VEFs enjoy reasonably accurate constitutive
models that allow for meaningful numerical simulations in complex flow conditions [152–155].
Traditionally, the viscoelastic behavior has been characterized rheologically in a rotational rheometer
by means of the measurement of the viscoelastic moduli (G′ and G′′) within the linear viscoelastic
regime (SAOS), based on a solid theoretical background. Nevertheless, as in most processing
operations flow conditions are out of that linear regime, LAOS tests are fundamental to have a more
relevant sample characterization of VEFs in particular, but for any complex fluid in general, allowing
an understanding of their mechanical behavior under nonlinear situations. A seminal review on
nonlinear oscillatory shear tests can be found in the work of Hyun et al. [156]. Additionally, according
to Ewoldt and Bharadwaj [157,158], Medium Amplitude (or asymptotically-nonlinear) Oscillatory
Shear (MAOS) provides additional nonlinear rheological information with low dimensional,
well-defined material functions. Oscillatory characterization of complex fluids in general, and
viscoelastic fluids in particular, provides information about the performance of the fluid at different
frequencies and amplitudes, which are also parameters relevant in vibrations. Even though in
all oscillatory shear tests (SAOS, MAOS and LAOS) the viscoelastic properties are traditionally
characterized by means of the frequency-dependent shear viscoelastic moduli (G′ and G′′),
Corman et al. [159] demonstrated in their pioneering work that these are not appropriate design
parameters in general, as they cannot be treated as two independent design variables. According
to this, the key to optimizing the design of passive energy dissipating systems based on viscoelastic
fluids is to choose design variables encompassing the most general and measurable material behavior
without violating fundamental restrictions (e.g., Kramers–Kronig), such as the relaxation modulus
G(t), which is a single viscoelastic function meeting all these criteria. Successful identification of
targeted properties will lead to the right material selection or material synthesis and, consequently,
to the optimal performance [160].

3.2. Field-passive Fluids in Energy Dissipating Systems

3.2.1. Passive Dampers

Damping is the most effective method to reduce unwanted vibrations in cases where the system
is excited close to its natural frequency. There are two main types of viscoelastic dampers: viscoelastic
liquid damper, having for instance a container filled with a viscoelastic liquid; viscoelastic solid
damper, which consists for example in a sandwich structure of steel plates intercalated with layers
of a certain viscoelastic polymer [161,162]. For the same reasons exposed above, the attention here is
focus exclusively on viscoelastic liquid dampers.

Viscoelastic liquid dampers generally consist of a moving piston or plate within an open
container filled with some viscoelastic fluid. They may be used to solve very different vibration
problems. A typical example is the damping of operational vibrations in an industrial piping system
Figure 4. Another example is the damping of shock-like forces induced, e.g., by a large forge hammer.
In this case, the damping device needs to absorb a significant amount of energy in a very short time,
so that the system comes to rest as quickly as possible allowing the start of the next operation of the
hammer with minimum recovery time [163]. Since the 1980s, such viscoelastic fluid dampers have
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been also used in civil engineering applications like seismic and vibration isolation of buildings and
as energy dissipation devices for bridges and buildings [164]. Park [165] made an exhaustive list of
references where viscoelastic dampers have been used in the control of vibration and noise.

The use of STFs in dampers or shock absorbers has not experienced yet such a wider use as the
VEFs. The first publication regarding the use of STFs in dampers or shock absorbers appeared in the
1990s [166] and since then few additional works have been published [167–169].

Figure 4. (a) Components of a viscoelastic damper; (b) some installation examples to piping systems;
(c) and (d) pictures from real installations of viscoelastic dampers. Courtesy of VICODA GmbH.

3.2.2. Passive Sandwich Structures

In contrast to the case of dampers, the use of STFs in sandwich structures is wider than the
use of VEFs, in both impact [170–173] and vibration applications [122,174,175]. In these cases, the
sandwich structure was designed to be activated exclusively by the stress due to impact or the
vibration. The design of the sandwich structure tested by Fischer and co-workers for vibration
control [122,174,175] is very similar to the ones reported for the use of active fluids, i.e., two skin
layers containing a fluid layer in between, having all of them a thickness much smaller than the other
two dimensions of the plates. The shear thickening behaviour of the fluid is activated whenever
the local shear rate, which is given as a result of the combination of shear strain γ and frequency
of vibration ω, exceeds the critical shear rate γ̇c. Alternatively, for impact protection purposes, the
core of the sandwich may consist of an open cell foam filled with a STF [176], and the STF will be
activated whenever the local shear rate exceeds the critical shear rate, i.e., γ̇c ≤ γ̇local ∼ u

d , being u
the speed of the impact and d the cell size. In the STF-filled foams, successive impacts damage partly
the foam, resulting in a decrease of properties [177] . Recently, Galindo-Rosales et al. [178] proposed a
new concept of sandwich structure consisting of one microagglomerated cork lamina engraved with
a microfluidic pattern, filled with STF and covered with another cork lamina (Figure 5a). The idea is
to offer an alternative to the synthetic cellular material currently used by promoting the use of cork as
a natural cellular foam in technical applications. Micro-agglomerated cork has clear advantages as a
safety padding material for impact-resistance applications, e.g., motorcycle/bike helmets, compared
to expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam padding in the event of double or multiple impacts occurring
around the same representative area, due to its high elastic recoil after deformation. However, its
performance is clearly inferior in the first impact and this is why cork micro-agglomerates cannot
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get approval from regulatory bodies and are not yet included in the European Standard for helmets
(ECE-R.22/05), see Figure 5b [179]. Thus, although cork is a promising alternative natural material
for the development of composites dedicated to energy dissipation applications, it is still far from
fulfilling stringent regulatory requirements. CorkSTFfluidics composites offer a way of overcoming
this limitation by reinforcing micro-agglomerate cork with a complex fluid having engineered
properties. The advantage of this design is two fold: first, it allows incorporating STFs in closed-cell
cellular materials; second, the microfludic pattern can be numerically optimized to provide the best
performance of the sandwich for any external mechanical load, either impacts or vibrations, on each
single point of the composite Figure 5c. Moreover, controlling the dimensions and shape of the
microfluidic pattern allow a better control over the local shear rate activating the shear thickening
fluid than it does the cell size in an open cell foam, which is non-uniform across the volume of the
foam and cannot be well controlled. Besides, the density of the final pad can also be controlled,
as the total amount of incorporated fluid is well defined. In their patent, Galindo-Rosales and
Campo-Deaño [180] disclosed that their sandwich structures are also suitable to work with VEFs
instead of STFs, just by optimizing accordingly the microfluidic pattern. All these approaches,
although rather simple and low cost, they lack of adaptability. This can be solved by actively
controlling the activation of STF with a piezoelectric material, which squeezes the fluid by inducing
a localized rapidly varying shear field to trigger the shear thickening behaviour of the fluid [181].

Figure 5. (a) Sketch of a CorkSTFfluidics composite. Reprinted with permission from [182].
Copyright 2014, Decoded Science; (b) Comparison of the response to drop impact test of
5 J between microagglomerated cork (6 mm), expanded polyprolylene (20 mm) and expanded
polystyrenre (20 mm); (c) Improved performance of CorkSTFfluidics composites with regards to the
microagglomerated cork under drop impact tests of 10 J; CorkSTFfluidics composites consisted of
the same microagglomerated cork reinforced with a dispersion of precipitated calcium carbonate
in glycerol (at 56 wt % ) filling different patterns microchannels, i.e., straight, splines and grid,
having all of them the same depth (700 µm), width (500 µm), length (50 mm) and separated
between them by 500 µm. Impact tests were performed at 10J impacting energy and at 20 ◦C,
according to the British Standards BS EN 13061:2009. Figures in (b) and (c) were adapted
from Galindo-Rosales et al. [183] (2016).
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3.2.3. Passive Body Armor

Among all the applications involving shear thickening fluids, body armoring may be the one
with the most prolific emergence in the last decade. In the list of body armoring applications, one
can find bulletproof vests (Figure 6) [120,184–189], stab resistance fabrics [190,191], anti-pucture
gloves [192], helmet liners [193,194], athletic gear [195] or back protectors (SuperSpine) [105]. It is
also important to highlight here that in body armor applications the use of viscoelastic liquids has
not been explored yet.

Figure 6. Photographs of neat Kevlar fabric (a) and sphere silica/ethylene glycol (EG) suspension
treated Kevlar composite fabric (b) after ballistic resistance testing. Reprinted with permission
from [189], Copyright 2011, John Wiley and Sons.

In most of these inventions referenced above, there is a common feature, the shear thickening
fluid is incorporated to the system by impregnating a piece of fabric. Srivastava et al. [196] recently
reviewed the state of the art regarding the enhanced impact resistance performance of textiles by
the applications of STFs, where they stated that the energy absorption mechanism of STF treated
textile structure is yet to be well understood and further investigation and quantitative verification
is still necessary. Nevertheless, they highlighted that mechanisms improving the energy absorption
are related with a combination of three factors, i.e., the energy dissipation due to shear thickening
behavior, the increased yarn to yarn friction (yarn pull out energy) and a better coupling and load
transfer between fiber to fiber and yarn to yarn.

Beyond applications in personal protective equipments, the reinforcement of fabrics with
STFs have inspired other applications, like in an expandable spacecraft [197,198]. These types
of habitable structures have multiple flexible layers for different purposes, like retaining an
atmosphere. Among them, there is also a protective micro meteor orbital debris (MMOD) layer,
which is responsible for the protection against the impact of hypervelocity particles. The use of an
impregnated layer material in MMOD provides a greater protection than the one afforded by a layer
material without the shear thickening fluid.

4. Summary and Perspectives

This review has made clear the relevance of the use of complex fluids in energy dissipating
systems. Although the beginning of the research activities on these complex fluids belongs to the
last Century, the accummulation of knowledge together with the new findings allowed by more
sophisticated experimental devices and more powerful numerical tools have flourished into new
applications of complex fluids in energy dissipative systems.

Complex fluids have been sorted into active-fluids (ERFs, FFs, MRFs and EMRFs), requiring
an external field (electric, magnetic or both simultaneously) to trigger their rheological behavior
and, consequently, their increased dissipative capabilities; and passive-fluids (STFs and VEFs), not
requiring of any sort of external field and activating immediately upon the applied stress and/or
timescale of deformation. The most typical applications have been classified into three groups, i.e.,
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body armor, damping and sandwich structures, all of them having the same final aim, which is
dissipating the kinetic energy of an external mechanical load (impact or vibration) by turning it into
heat energy through the fluid. Table 1 summarizes the most relevant applications of complex fluids in
energy dissipating systems and their pros and cons. The selection between active or passive-fluid for
the development of an energy dissipating system will depend on the particular application itself.
If one thinks about vibration isolation applications, the passive isolator without external energy
due to its simple structure has been widely used in industry practice, due to their good economy
and reliability, as well as their ease of implementation. However, passive vibration isolation is not
adaptable. Then, if adaptability is relevant, like in the context of artillery [199], it would be preferable
to use an active vibration isolation system. However, it is important to keep in mind that active
vibration isolation systems are heavy weight and high cost, they consume energy, and they have a
complex structure, which may result in a poor reliability and the system require maintenance.

Table 1. Summary of the most relevant applications of complex fluids in energy dissipating systems
and their pros and cons.

Application Active-Fluids Passive-Fluids
+ - + -

Dampers Versatility Settling Low cost UnadaptabilityRedispersibility

Sandwich structures Versatility Settling Low cost UnadaptabilityHeavy-weight

Body armor Versatility Power dependence Power independence UnadaptabilityHeavy-weight Light-weight

In body armoring, although active and passive fluids harden very quickly and reversibly,
allowing the production of thinner, lighter and more flexible protective equipment, MRFs shows a
couple of serious drawbacks compared to STFs:

• Whereas the nanoparticles in STFs stay dispersed in the suspension, the particles in MRFs
may form aggregates, settle or precipitate, making the fluid ineffective, although proprietary
additives can promote particle suspension. For the sake of truth, shear thickening behaviour, can
be made from larger particles and, consequently, the fluid would face the same phase-separation
issue referred to MRFs.

• STFs harden almost instantaneously (few milliseconds) upon impact, while MRFs require a
magnetic field to be activated. Thus, apart from being a drawback in light-weight applications,
an eventual loss of power or short circuit could deactivate the system, causing the armor to fail.

In dampers consisting of an open-cell reticulated or partially closed-cell foam impregnated with
an active-field fluid (ERF or MRF) or a passive-field fluid (STF), the impact energy is dissipated
through bending and buckling of cell walls stiffened by the fluid. Additional energy absorption
comes as a result of fluid-flow that may be generated in the matrix as the solid is compressed [200].
In this sort of system, the same invention is conceived to be used with either active or passive
fluids [105,201,202]. Thus, it would be again the final application of the damper determining the
preference for the active or passive fluid. If adaptability is an issue, but power source and weight are
not, then it would be rather preferable to choose the field-active configuration.

The advent of new applications of complex fluids in energy dissipative devices will strongly
depend on the new scientific findings yet to come. The rheological characterization of active-fluids
beyond shear and squeeze flows with the external field perpendicular to the bottom plate of the
rheometer is a research line in its embryonic stage [76]. Thus, it would be possible to find applications
considering other flow/field configurations different from the current ones. Additionally, the
combination of microfluidics and active fluids, as in the CorkSTFfluidics composites [178], may result
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in a solution for one of the intrinsic problems regarding the use of active-fluids, i.e., weight. In the case
of passive-fluids, VEFs have not been explored intensively yet, neither body armor applications nor
for sandwich structures. Regarding STFs, the development of new constitutive models able to capture
all their characteristic rheological features will allow performing accurate numerical simulations and,
therefore, the development of new applications.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ERFs: Electrorheological fluids
FFs: Ferrofluids
MRFs: Magnetorheological fluids
EMRFs: Electro-magneto-rheological fluids
STFs: Shear thickening fluids
VEFs: Viscoelastic fluids
PPEs: Protective Personal Equipments
MMOD: Micro Meteor Orbital Debris
GER: Giant Electrorheological effect
WBV: Whole Body Vibration
HAV: Hand-Arm Vibration
SAOS: Small Amplitude Oscillatory Shear
MAOS: Medium Amplitude Oscillatory Shear
LAOS: Large Amplitude Oscillatory Shear
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